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Notice


According to Directive 1999/5/EC and specially Article 4.2, France Telecom reserves the right to modify or complement the information enclosed in this document in order to update the interface technical specifications and to allow for the making of telecommunication terminal equipment able to utilize the services provided by the corresponding interfaces.

France Telecom can be held responsible neither for non-operation or bad operation of a terminal equipment as long as it is conforming to this specification, nor for any damage resulting from the use or misuse of the information contained in this document, towards whoever it be.

Provision of these technical specifications results in no transfer of rights, no granting of license on any intellectual property right, belonging to France Telecom.

France Telecom holds exclusive rights on France Telecom brands mentioned in this document.

France Telecom further points out users’ attention on the following points:

1. Timer values are indicative and can be subject to modification,

2. due to various technical constraints, some services or service options may not be available on some interfaces,

3. a service description in this document, for a service not yet open commercially, can in no case be considered as an undertaking that France Telecom will actually open this service.
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1. General Characteristics of the GSM interface

The France Telecom / Orange France interface for GSM / GPRS complies with the documentation approved by 3GPP/GERAN (and published by ETSI).

2. Further details concerning GPRS

Concerning GPRS terminals, the interface complies with Release 97 of the standards quoted above; the complete set of mandatory options included in Release 97 shall be supported by the terminal.